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A family of completely unimodal pseudo-Boolean functions is constructed inductively over the 
n-cube. The greedy algorithm performs an exponential number of steps when applied to this class 
of functions. This construction answers a question recently posed by Hammer, Simeone. Liebling 
and de Werra [4]. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this note, c” is the unit n-cube ((x1,x2, . . . . X,)E W”: Olxir 1, i= 1,2, .. . . n} 
and the Boolean cube II”= (41)” is the set of vertices of c”. A pseudo-Boolean 
function is a real-valued function defined on B" [3]. Hammer, Simeone, Liebling 
and de Werra [4] defined a completely unimodal function (whose class will be 
denoted by M) as a pseudo-Boolean function f which has a unique local maximum 
over each face of the n-cube. This is equivalent to the fact that f has a unique local 
minimum over each face of the n-cube, or that the restriction off over each 2-face 
of the n-cube is completely unimodal. 
In [4], it has been shown that for a completely unimodal function f and any 
XE B”, there exists an increasing path of length at most n from x to the maximum 
off. So, there are hopes to find good algorithms to maximize this type of functions. 
A greedy algorithm which maximizes f locally at every vertex is considered in [4], 
i.e., the algorithm produces a sequence of vertices (x1,x2, . .. ,xN) such that xk+l 
maximizes f among the neighbors of xk. In this note, we show that this greedy 
algorithm performs an exponential number of steps to maximize a certain class of 
completely unimodal functions. 
2. Exponential greedy snakes for functions in M 
As noticed in [4], the performance of the greedy algorithm is related to the ex- 
istence of long “snakes in the box”, as studied by Abbott [l], Even [2], Danzer and 
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Klee [S]. A snake is a sequence (ur,v2, .. . . oN) of vertices of c”, such that ui is adja- 
cent to Oj in c” if and only if Ii-j1 = 1, i,j= 1,2, .. ..N(this is also called a pseudo- 
snake in some references). Snakes of length z2”+‘/n in c”, for n a power of 2, 
were constructed in [Sj. 
WC call a snake P=(uI,u2,..., u,,,) a greedy snake for f e A4 if P is the sequence 
of vertices produced by the greedy algorithm applied to f, starting at ol. Consider 
the Boolean cube B”” - B” x (0, l}. Suppose f EM is defined on B” and P= 
(01, u2, *-a, o,,,) is a greedy snake for f. We also assume ul =minuEBnf(u) (without 
loss of generality). In the following a greedy snake in B”+l for some extension g of 
f to B”+’ will be constructed. This extension g also lies in M. A partition Gt, 
G 2, . . . , GI,v,2l of B” is defined by 
Gi= {DEB”: f(O2i-,)Cf(O)<f(D2i+I)}, i= 192,...,[+N]-l 
and 
G[N/~~ = { 0 E B”: f( ~2[N/2j-I) =fW ~f(bd. 
We note that f(o)<f(w) for DE Gi, WE Gj and i<j. Now the function g is defined 
in the following way: 
g(u, 0) =f(u) + QiMv g(os 1) = f(o) + biM for IJEG~ 
where increasing sequences ai, bi are defined by 
bi = 
2i, i odd, 
2i+l, i even, 
and M>O is a large enough number. The property above of Gi and the fact that 
ai and bi are increasing, implies that f, f + aiM, and f + biM determine the same 
ordering for the vertices of the cube, i.e. for a given path P: P is increasing for f * P 
is increasing for f+ biM. Therefore f + aiM and f + biM define functions in M on 
B” x {0) and B” x (11 respectively. Finally since M is large the restriction of g to 
any 2-face is completely unimodal, i.e. g E M. The greedy snake is defined on B”+’ 
as follows: Let N=4L+r, LrO,andr~{l,2,3,4). Fork=O,I,..., Ldefineapath 
Pk on B”+‘, by Pk=(~4k+l,Ih OAS+I,O), h+2,0h O~4k+3,0h btk+3,1), (KW+~,I) (for 
PL, stop after (o,,O) or (o,,O), whichever comes last). 
Obviously the path Pg = PO, P,, P2, . . . , PL is a greedy snake for g and since every 
vertex ui with i odd (respectively even) contributes for two vertices (respectively one 
vertex) in Pg, one obtains in+ 1 L iin where I, denote; the length of the longest 
greedy snake for functions in M. This shows that f,, is exponential in n. 
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